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Asian Cities
The Asian Cities Series explores urban cultures,
societies and developments from the ancient to the
contemporary city, from West Asia and the Near East
to East Asia and the Pacific. The series focuses on
three avenues of inquiry: evolving and competing
ideas of the city across time and space; urban
residents and their interactions in the production,
shaping and contestation of the city; and urban
challenges of the future as they relate to human wellbeing, the environment, heritage and public life.

Proposals Welcome
We invite scholars at any stage of their careers to
submit their book proposals and draft manuscripts
on Asian Cities to us.

Asian Cities is a series published in cooperation with
the International Institute for Asian Studies.

Further Information

Series Editor
Paul Rabé, Urban Knowledge Network Asia (UKNA)
at International Institute for Asian Studies, the
Netherlands

For questions or to submit a proposal contact Saskia
Gieling, Senior Commissioning Editor Asian Studies
via s.gieling@aup.nl or visit our website:
http://en.aup.nl/series/asian-cities
Publishing your book at AUP
•

Editorial Board Members
Henco Bekkering, Delft University of Technology,
the Netherlands
Charles Goldblum, University of Paris 8, France
Xiaoxi HUI, Beijing University of Technology, China
Stephen LAU, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Rita Padawangi, Singapore University of Social
Sciences, Singapore
Parthasarathy Rengarajan, Gujarat Institute of
Development Research, Gujarat, India
Neha Sami, Indian Institute of Human Settlements,
Bangalore, India
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Forthcoming in this Series
Urban Development in the Margins of a World
Heritage Site, By Adèle Esposito, April 2018,
Hardback, ISBN 9789462983687

•

We offer in house copy-editing by experienced
native speakers
The process from the delivery of the final
manuscript to the publication date is extremely
efficient, thorough and rapid, including the peer
review.
Our books are also available in the US and Canada
through our partner the University of Chicago
Press.
For all our products we develop and distribute
metadata that enables discoverability of academic
titles through repositories, research databases,
discovery service, search engines (like Amazon)
and EBook platforms, such as EBSCO, JSTOR,
Ebrary and CNPeReading (China).
We offer global sales and marketing and have
dedicated representatives in all key markets.
We have a longstanding tradition in Open Access
publishing.

How to order our books
Our books and journals are available worldwide from
www.aup.nl and from your local bookseller.

Sign up for our newsletter or follow us on Social Media
www.aup.nl. or via Twitter @AmsterdamUPress.
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